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About two months a~o, it was my privilege to be In Indiana to
,address a meeting of the Associated Harvard Clubs in Indianapolis. It

was after, rather than before that talk, 'that I was asked to come here

to talk to the Indiana State Bar Association. That,' as yoU can readily

see, enhances tremendously the privilege; of being here tonight. 'For

Josh Billings 'once saia that everybody has to t~e the chance co'fbe-i'~g

b'ltteh by 'a mad dog once, but'" if the dog is really mad, nobody ~oes

back 'for a second bite. So when Judge Treanor asked me to come here, i

took it t~at I had, at least, the absolution of the Supreme Court of

Indiana. And to many of us in government these days the absolutiQn-'~f

any Court is an event of'some significance.

In these last four years that I have spent with government, ,I ha~e"(

rarely had the opportunity ~o ~alk to a group of lawyers.
-,

True', there
, . .

has been both the necessity and the opportunity to talk to groups of

financial lawyers, whose bread and butter came from'struggling to master'

the new law that we were making. But these were technical talks; ~here""

the mechanics of administration overshadowed the philosophy underlying

the larger objectives. Tonight, howe'ver~ I 'shall refuse to be ie~hnicai~'

And also, not 'yet haVing returned to the'professional life"I am privileged
...

not to be profound.
... .. :.: '-:",Instead I want '~o take you on an inqUiry, where, perhaps,' the best we

C$!1 do is to raise qlie,stionsrather than find' answers. And my inquiry

concerns the ielationship of our traditional c~ncepts of law and the pro-

cesses of adjudl~a~!on to the processes of' adminl~tration.

I start with a few simple facts that ccincern the gOve~nmeni~l Unit '

'I known as the administrative commission. Its orfgin, as you know, is'of

comparatively recent date. In the federal government we begin in 1887
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with.the Interstate Commerce Commission. Just as utilities are and have

been a pressing problem of the last quarter of a centur.a- a problem

that ,every political party has had to wrestle with railroads was one

of the majDr problems of the latter part of the nine~eenth century. Out

of its attempted solution, the ,administrat~ve commission was born.

We will do well to trace this movement briefly.' Following the rail-

road i.ssue, the nineties beg an the task of,trying to fit the new aggrega-

tions of capital, made possible largely by the use of the corporate device,

into the warp and woof of our society. Relying first on the ordinary

processes of the criminal law, as was done in the Sherman Act, some twenty
','

years later an effort was made to supplement these by recourse to the

administrative process and another commission the Federal Trade Commis-

sion came into existence.

But we need a little more history to point up our problem. When the

PaniC o~ 1907 demonstrated the inherent weaknesses present in our credit

struct~re, again we became convinced that some enduring solution to that

problem had to be devised and again we turned to a form of' administrative

commission, the Federal Reserve Board. When the possibilities of con-

servin~ the "white coal" of the nation by orderly development became ap-
', .

parent, the Federal Power Commission came into existence. Out of the

nec~ssit~es of the World War, the United States Shipping Board was born,

later to concentrate upon the prob lems of our ocean born traffic that were
-so dramatically brought to the forefront in that crisis. When by 1927 the

air as a medium of communication became of immense importance, in an effort

to bring some order in the claims that individuals were making upon tl1at.. '. . .. ,

medium, ,w~.,created tohe'Federal Radio Commission.
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Sin~e 1933, this movement has naturally grown apace,' is the fertile

forcing ground of the depression brought into sharp relief the necessity

for seeking some solution to problems that ~ad already been pressing since

the War. Thus we have, for example, the Securities and Exchange Commission,'

the Natio~al Labor Relations Board, the Bituminous Coal Commission, ,the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, ,the Social Security Board, the pro-

posed commission to deal with wages and hours of labor, to say nothing of

the strengthening and reorganization of some of the older commissions.

Here and there, it is true, tha~ a few of-the_new regulatory functions

of government have been handled through the routine of the eXisting govern-

mental departmen~s, sometimes because the problem seemed to have ,essen-

tially a small compass, such for example as ~eat inspection or plant

quarantine, or sometimes, as was true of the regulation of stockyards,

because political pressures were such as to place regulation in the hands

of an ~ency then deemed more amenable to the interests of those who were

to be regulated.

This same development of administrative technique ~as taken place in-

the states as well as the federal government. There, also, as the public

finally dete~ined to put itself in the driver's seat with re~erence to

some of the major problems of its life, it created these new mechanisms

of administration to serve its ends.

If we call the roll of the functions that_ administrative agencies to~

day serve, one is strUck both by the terri tory that th~y cover and by the

fact that their creation repr~~ented an apex of pUblic' agitation concerning

the greater problems of t~e past fifty years. Indeed, it.~s difficult to

think of issues of gr~ater ~~actlcal concern to'our daily life than those

that'related to railroads, sQipping, banki~g, ut~lit~es, securities markets,
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communication, labor relations, monopolistic and unfair practices, old

age and unemployment insurance. To put the picture in less of, a political

and more of a juristic setting, it is worthwhile to attempt to portray the

rights for which ordinary citizens now look to administrative agencies for

protection. A partial catalogue of these ridhts would include such mundane

but important matters as the continuity of our radio programs, the security

of our bank deposits, the safety of our life insurance, our protection

against fraud and chicanery in the sale of securities, our necessity for

havin~ light and power at reasonable rates, our protection against dis-

crimination in railroad tariffs, or as workmen, our protection against un-

fair discrimination in employment or our right to compensation for indus-

trial accident.

The outstandin~ characteristic of these rights, which today seek their

prime protection from administrative agencies, is that they spring out of

the necessities of modern civilization. Light and power,' for example,

were unknown not only to the pioneer but to the urbanite of a century ago.

Cheap railroad travel only becomes a concern when, due to our changing mode

of life, it becomes the only practical method for overland transportation

of ~oods. Until the use of the corporation made possible nation-wide par-

ticipation in the ownership of'huge plants and property, control over the

issuance and sale of securities could be left to the common law of'deceit

and warranty. In other words, these rights are the liberties peculiar to

modern civilization, and the agencies of their protection are adm~nistra-

tive rather than judicial.

Many of you will recall Sir Henry Maine'S famous generalization about

the three factors that made for growth in the law, namely fiction, equity

and legislation. To these three, it seems clear that one can now add a

fourth the adm,inistrative agency.-
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Bef~re examining into the causes that made and still make for the

growth of administrative law,'it is worthwhile trying to generalize

about its characteristics. Generally speaking, administrative agencies

, are indigenous in the sense that each springs from efforts to grapple

with a particular phase of our national life. They concern themselves,

as I'have said, with concrete problems such as railroads, securities

markets, utilities,' and the like. Unlike courts to which general law is

committed for enforcement, each administrative agency limits its operation

to a limited business or professional field. Empowered, for example, as

the Securities and Exchange Commission is to deal with fraud in the sale

of-securities, it is not concerned with fraud in the sale of'other articles.

True, the general principles ?pplicable to fraud are given particularized

application 1n the field'of' seourities, but the Commission is authorized

to impose rules of conduct whose principles do not by the force of'ana-
logical reasoning govern conduct in fields beyond its Jurisdiction. As

distinct from courts of general jurisdiction, specialization seems an es-

sential characteristic of its creation.

A second characteristic of'these agencies and the law they administer

is the g~ant to them of limited legislative powers. The area of these

powers varies with the complexity of the subject matter with which they

deal. Sometimes their legislative functions are something ,akin to the

limited legislative functions which courts exercise in promul~ating rules

.forthe, ord~nary disposition Gf-business before them. In other cases, 'how-

ever, administrative agencies possess broad legislative powers enabling

them to shape policies within the scope of the general .standards enunciated

in their legislative grants.

A further characteristic of these agencies is the new and novel sanc-

tions given to them to carry out,their policies: Those possessed by courts

~
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have been limited to relatively few in charac.ter. But the very cre3tion

of an administrative agency implies a consideration ~f new sanctions_in

aid of'enforcem~nt. For example, the Securities and Exchange Commission

is armed with sanotions never possessed by courts, but commonly vested

in the govel"n'1ngboards of st,ockexchanges, such, for instance, as sus-

pending aqd expe~ling members from exc~anges or suspending securities from

being trad~d .in on exchanges.

A fo~rth characteristic of-these agencies is their power to ini~iate

action ag.ainst those who act in violation of the law. Her~, of course,

they add to their other functions that of prosecutor, seeking to insure

observance of the laws committed to them~

Q~e further characteristic is worth notice. That is the attempt- to

insure some continUity in'their policies by seeking to remove them to

detree £ro~ th~ ordinary pressures of political life. In seeking to make

them different to a degree from the ordinary political agency,.t~e hope

seems to have been that the policies that they have been authorizod .to

pursue will survive the ordinary vicissitudes of _politics•.

From _an-~xamination of these characteristics,. one can discern the

re-asons for the phenomenal growth of administrative law. Foremost among

them,.I w~ld.put the demand for speciallzation._ It is too muc~ to_expeot

one man to'd~spQse wisely of all tne many kinds of current ~ontrover~i~s,

even.thoug~ he.. b~ i,mplemented by all the nonal t.echniques of t.hel.aw!--And yet. this is,-ln essence, the method of gover~ent which prevailed

our law until less than a hundred y~ars -ago. Except for the oasual ~d

sporadic intervention of the legls1ature,' the weighing ot the various claims

of individuals and of society was left with the ni.si "d.IIS, judg~. supject to

such review as might be given by ,an appellate tribunal. It i~;6~all wonder
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that law failed to realize the common man's hopes in many fields. On

occasion a judge with rare experience would succeed in bringing order into

a new field of human activity,' as, for instance,' when Lord Mansfield created
" the law of b ills and notes out of the customs of London, a few principles

of common law and some ~borrowings from Rome. But by the end of the nine-

teenth century, when 'one considers the burdens alr~ady present on the judges,

it is not surprising that there should have arisen a demand for expertness

and an essential limitation of'endeavor, leaving to the general jurisdiction

of the,courts a duty to review ,the work of-the expert agency for departure

from broad standards of fairness and equity. Rather than resent a division

of labor of"'this character, the legal profession should in my judgment

welcome it, since it affords adequate time and opportunity for courts to

handle the type 'of busi-ness in which they are adept and for 'thejust dis-

position of' which they are so necessary. A proper coordination between

this work and the 'work of the expert tribunals can be effectuated through

the processes of'judicial review.'

Fields still exist ~n the law where in my ~udgment the initial shaping

of the ~aw by persons whose function is continuous concern with that par-

ticular problem would be advantageous. Judges of general jurisdiction can

perforce only, give these problems'sporadic attention as the acciaent of

litigation brings' one phase of the broad problems within their jurisdiction.

For example, the problem of labor relationships in its manifold phases

suffers co~siderably from lack of' adequate definition of rights ,and re-

sponsibi1ities, a definition impossible of formulation merely by 1egis- _
'jlation but capable;, I-believe, of being pricked out coherently and justly

by men -re,adyt~ devote''tneir lives to the task. 'Much of the same situation

exists in the'field of 'corporate reorganization, where elucidation of concepts

~~ 
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of fairness and equity.~s still scant and Obscure. Equally true 1s this

in the field of corpora~e promotion, where th~ less meteoric character. of

a country which has emerged from the prodigal pione~ring period compels a

shift from the hazards of ~peculatlon t~ an attempt to emph~~ize safetY,of

princip~l and stabi~ltyof return. We ,have yet in this. country to find

a basic philosophy not only as to tne allowable extent of, the .promoterfs

profits but even as .to his discl~sur~ of these profits ~o.thos~ whom he

invites to become par.tners in his enterprise.

The second characteristic of'tne adml~istr~tive agencY. that I men-

tioned was its possession .of'llmit.ed legislative poli{~rs. The need for an

instl tution with .pow~rs of this character is,two-fo.ld.. The increasJ.ng

soci al int erd,ep.endence~f modern ~ife h as made r.egulatory act1vity an J.n-

creasing feature of gover~ent. Forces that onc~ co~~d go,unr~straine~

have demonstrated their c~pacity for harm in such .vivid fashion that the

safety of great portions .of qUI' public demands certain re~traints.. These.

restraints must be preventive in character~ " Mere 'Co~pensation such .as

legal redress af£ords.,i~ too frequently futile. An Ivar Kreuger- is more

to be feared than a,ru:naway locomotive, and is creative of damage .for which

there can be ~o adequate redress. The dem~nd for rules of.conduct. is too

intense for a legislatur~. to s~tisfy, so that in the nature, of.things tnere

legislative power deleg~ted to it to write plain and c~ear th~ pat~~rna-pric~e~ out by.its own adjudicat.ion.of grea~ ~~ge~s:of concrete.,(:as~s.

Into .regulations ~o~el\'ningaccounting, ,f~r examp~e,.,qas gone ,the ~qbst.$Dc~

of a multitude of individ~al d9cisions. Into tax.re~ulatiQn~ tlow.an In-. . .

finite number of'decisions. It is the. sc~rc.1t.y..rat4er th~ t~e pl~nHv.de .. . ';' -,.-

of this .,aspectot:. r~gu~ation that. sho~ld be d~plp~~d. ':-.The ~caraity .springs

-
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from lack of time .or-lack of surplus professional attaimnent, for fre-

quently more difficult than the 'process of'decision is the process of .

concisely articulating the net balance of such efforts.

Even in the field of' administrative law, as well as court law,

imaginative creation of- effective sanctions .has been lacking. Hardly a

judge. that I know has not bewailed this lack. In the field of penal ad-

minis~ration we are slowly beginning to think in terms other than mere

fine and imprisonment. In the civil field great strides were made a

century ago in the shaping of'the equitable remedy of injunction. Its

possibilities, as limited by tradition, seem near to exhaustion. Reason

for the g~owth of 'the administrative agency lies in part in the.greater

choice of weapons that it possesses in this connection. The right to

revoke a license, the right to 'require further reserves as a condition of

continuing in"'bllslness,'the right to require indemnity as a condition pre-

cedent to action, the'creation of a competing force, these are samples of

some of the sanctions that have been granted. A notable device, full of

potential danger and yet possessing enormous force, is that simply of

publicity. The reliance is placed there upon those moral and social

sanctions that restrain individuals from doing openly what.they would not

hesitate to do were they permitted to keep the fact a secret. A searching

analysis of the potentialities as well as dangers of this device has still

tj) be made.

A further characteristic of the administrative agency that I mentioned

was its power to initiate action. This power has been likened to the

function now exercised by the district attorney. That ana).ogy,however,

I believe,:is highly superficial. -The district attorney is almost ex-

elusively an officer for.the enf'orcement of'the criminal law,.whereas an,
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administrative proceeding, although the moving party in it is the govern-

ment, is primarily civil in character.

As such it,fulfills a need long felt in our law. For the ordinary

individual without means the cost of'maintaini~g litigation in a complex

case is such that he foregoes it. To take an illustration from our own

field, the small investor who sincerely wishes to oppose a plan of re-

organization sponsored by the management is practically helpless. Even

if he can succeed in organizing a small minority committee, the cost of

making the type of investigation neces~ary to convince a judge of the

ineqUity of the proposed plan is such as to be beyond his means. What

usually happens is that his only hope lies in badgering management to give

him as an individual preferential ~rms. Contrast this situation with

that under the supervision of' an administrative agency.' The plan is ex-

plored independently from the ground up. If there is any merit in one

small investor's claim, his mere statement of it will,bring him the sup-

port of expert assistance. The agency explores his claims not because

it is his but because_of its interest in the great class of'individuals

of whom he-is one. Or to take another illustration, an investor.believes

that some manipulation is taking place in his stock. For him to gather

the information upon which a provable claim of that character could be

made is substantially impossible. Even though the offense is criminal in

character, a mere complaint of that character directed to the district

attorney's office could not by force of ci~cumstances receive at~ention.

What concerns the investor is that'the conduct of which he complains should

cease. And yet, in the hands of an administrative agency, a complaint of

that character would be probed to determine whether any reasonable cause

for believing it to be true exists. In SUbstance, .a deVice is created to
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-furnish legal ala and assistance to groups of individ~als powerless them-

selves to act and incapable of being welded together into a unit substan-

tial eno~gh to bear the burden of' litigation.

Jhering, in his,famous essay on the struggle for law, details how

the carving. out"of ne'w rlghts has been accomplished by the effort of indi-

viduals who were willing to be martyrs to their conception of what the law

should be. Pym and Hampden in English law are, of course, exemplary of
, ,

this thesis. But there are others less well known, ,because their contri-

butlons were less spectacular. In many fields, however, the place of

individuals of this character is being taken by the cooperative pUblic ef-
,fort of th~ admin1strative agency. In its field, to use Jhering's phrase-

ology, it must eternally be struggling for law and thus bring a dynamic

force'into law" and seek as well to make that struggle not merely casual

but expressive of a basic philosophy towards its problem. To draw an

illustration from the ~arly history of the Federal Trade Commission, it

was of profound social consequence th~t that Commission continued to adhere

to'a sound philosophy of unfalr'trade practice, instead of being discouraged

by a series of Judicial setbacks. Its philosophy in many aspects was fin-

ally to prevail, partly because the courts were eventually convinced of'the

correctness of its position, and partly because Congress through legisla-

tion adopted the position that the experience of'the Commission had led it

to take.

I shall touch only for a minute on a characteristic of the administra-

tive agency that I adverted to before, namely, the grant to the agency of

some degree 'of independence from political influences. A recent commentator

on the subject has ~ttributed the feshion of creatlng inuepehdent commls-.
510ns.'1;0t,pe'fact that they exerc.1.sein part Judicial functions. That, "he

" 
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argues, has led sUbconsciously to an effort ~o build them in part upon

the analogy of courts with definite tenure and freedom from removal ex~ept

for cause.

Without attemptin~ to argue the desirability of the independent ad-

ministrative agency as presently constituted, it seems to me that an equally

important reason for their creation along a well definable pattern has been

the desire for a certain continuity of administrative policy. As important

as the efficient and independent nischarge of their jUdicial functions, is

their freedom in matters of administration from minor political disturban-

ces. From major political and social trends they cannot and should not be

immunized. But two things flow from their present patterning. Unquestion-

ably, whereas the ebb and flow of political dominance has, on oc~asion,

brought about an equal ebb and flow in the policies of the executive de-

partments,-the administrative agencies have pursued a more even course.

Secondly, a concept of professional service in the sense of-treating govern-

ment as a career has featured their makeup. Perhaps it is the creation of-

this spirit that is of the most consequence, so that in the final analysis

it will be seen that the term "independence" is but synonymous with the

professional attitude of the career man in government.

I trust that you will not construe these remarks as a champlonsbip of

administrative justice as contrasted with judicial justice. My effort has

been simply to describe some of the salient features of a phenomenon which

I.believe is as significant to the growth of the law as was the.institution

of the courts of equity. Its lacks, its wants are apparent on every-hand.

But at the same time one must recognize the seeds of strength in it. Its

implications for the traditional methods of legal adjudication cannot be

ignored. It~ increasing championship of- the rights and the new liberties
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of masses of-individuals is certain to give it a foundation of great

strength. Intrinsic to the next few decades of law will be the study of

tpis phenomenon with the effort to share up its weaknesses; to work out

a more .adequate modus vivendi between it and the courts; to systematize

its adjudications so that they form a national and fair system of law.

These challenges are particularly significant to the legal profession.

The administrative process like the legal process will be committed to

their charge. How well that responsibility will be met» will depend as

I see it partly upon the foresight of the legal profession to understand

the new liberties of t()day's world, and partly upon its sympathy and

readiness to create and refashion mechanisms of justice that will make

these new liberties effective.
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